Pain-like behaviors and local mechanisms involved in the nociception experimentally induced by Latrodectus curacaviensis spider venom.
The present study was undertaken to characterize the behavioral manifestations of nociception and the local mechanisms involved with the nociceptive response elicited by Latrodectus curacaviensis venom (LCV) in mice. After the intraplantar LCV inoculation, spontaneous nociception, mechanical and thermal nociceptive thresholds, motor performance, edema and cytokine levels were evaluated using von Frey filaments, hot/cold plate, rota-rod, plethismometer and ELISA, respectively. Analysis of LCV was performed by SDS-PAGE and chromatography. Intraplantar injection of LCV (1-100 ng/paw) induced intense and heat-sensitive spontaneous nociception, mediated by serotonin and bradykinin receptors, TRPV1 channels, as well as by transient local inflammation. LCV (0.1-10 ng/paw) induced mechanical allodynia, which was reduced by the local pretreatment with H1 receptor or TRPV1 antagonists. Corroborating the TRPV1 involvement, in thermal nociception assays, LCV induced a similar response to that of capsaicin, a TRPV1 agonist, facilitating the response to noxious hot stimuli and inhibiting the response to cold noxious stimulation. LCV promoted mast cell degranulation, increased IL-1β paw levels, but did not produce a relevant edematogenic effect. Analysis of LCV components showed a predominance of high molecular weight proteins. This work provides the first mechanistic hypothesis to explain the local pain induced by LCV, the most frequent clinical symptom of human envenomation.